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ABSTRACT: In now-a-days, the reactive power control has been the subject of a systematic study as it plays an
important role in maintaining a secure voltage profile in a transmission system. There are many FACTS devices develop
for compensating reactive power or improving power quality or power factor. The paper shows the study of Thyristor
Switched Capacitor (TSC)device, which is used for compensating reactive power in electrical power systems to improve
the power quality in transmission systems with its operating characteristics and different connection in three phase
system.
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INTRODUCTION:
In recent year  increases population and industries and they have used lots of inductive load and reactive
power flow in the systems and voltage profile and power quality also deterioration so reactive power play a
very importance role in power systems and it must be compensate for proper and economical working of all
our equipments. Compensation means the modification of the electrical characteristics of a transmission line
in order to increase its power transmission capacity [1]. In short, compensation increases the system's
reliability, stability, efficiency, cost effectiveness. For compensation many FACTS devices are developed i.e
shunt and series.  For series compensation, capacitor connected in series and the overall line reactance is
reduced. In shunt compensation, reactive power is injected into the line so as to reduce the amount of reactive
power supplied by source. Shunt compensation changes the receiving end voltages rapidly and improves the
power factor. Thyristor Controlled Reactor(TCR)  and Thyristor Switched Capacitor (TSC) which are
reactive power  either absorbed  and  generated respectively. To control the SVC a triggering alpha is used.

In shunt compensation, capacitors are connected in parallel with the transmission line or load  The function of
a shunt capacitor is to supply leading KVAR to the system at the point.  The shunt capacitors connected at the
load end of a circuit where load of lagging power factor, its has many function to reduce the lagging
component of the connected load, to increase the voltage of the load side ,To improve voltage regulation or
power factor, To reduce KVA supply and the cost of the power.[1]

And we can find the value of capacitorfor leading reactive VAR, from following equation,

KVAR=V2/XC       [1]

And capacitive reactanceXC=1/2πfc
So Equation become,

KVAR= V2/XC

= V2/1/2πfc
= V22πfc
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STATIC VAR COMPENSATOR (SVC)
A SVC is a set of electrical devices for providing fast-acting reactive power on high-voltage electricity
transmission networks as named its contain generally all the statics components. SVCs are part of the Flexible
AC transmission system(FACTS)  regulating voltage, power factor and  harmonics.Static VAR compensators
are devices which control the voltage at their point of connection to the power system by adjusting their
susceptance to compensate for reactive power deficiencies. SVC provides fast acting dynamic reactive
compensation for voltage support during contingency events. SVC also dampens power swings and reduces
system losses. Static VAR Generators employ large banks of shunt connected capacitors, thyristor switched
capacitors and thyristor phase controlled reactors to provide the needed controlled shunt reactive
compensation.[2].

THYRISTOR SWITCHED CAPACITOR(TSC):

Fig 1: Thyristor Switch Capacitor

Thyristor Switched Capacitor (TSC) isone type of SVC connected  shunt to the line. Single phase TSC  of a
number of back-to-back connected thyristor pair in series to a capacitor and a reactor also connected in series
with capacitor and reactor for current limit, The small-series inductor is installed to limit current transients
during overvoltage conditions and planned switching operations,  as seen in  Figure 1 Another function of this
series inductor is to act in combination with the capacitor as a filter for harmonics generated by the associated
TCR. The number of branches in one phase depends on the required precision of the reactive power

TSC is used in many application areas such as reactive power compensation, harmonics filtration, etc. but
most usefull application is reactive power compensation. TSC  provides capacitive reactive power to the
mains, so that it reduces or cancels the reactive power demand of the large industrial loads [3][4]. When the
voltage at a bus reduces below the reference value, the static VAR compensator used TSC for injected
capacitive volt-amperes. When the current flow through the thyristor controlled resistance it will differ from
the maximum to zero by varying the firing delay angle, α. The thyristor switched capacitor whose effects
defined as a shunt-connected thyristor-switched capacitor whose reactance is varied in a stepwise manner by
full-or zero conduction mode of thyristor valve.

A Three phase TSC unit consist of a  three single-phase TSCs connected in a delta, which are usually supplied
by the delta secondary winding of a step-down transformer, as depicted in Fig. 2 and another  3-phase, 4-wire
star-connected TSC configuration is shown in Fig.3 [5]
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Fig 2: Delta connected TSC Fig 3: Star connected TSC

OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC OF TSC:

------- Capacitive --- -- l --- Inductive----

Fig 4: Characteristic of TSC
The TSC has a  voltage–current operating characteristic as shown in fig.4 [7],in Fig. The shape of this
characteristic is a function of the number of TSC units connected, their individual ratings, and a hysteresis
voltage ∆V, which is built in to avoid undesirable frequent switching of capacitors. In a closed-loop voltage
control operation, the TSC regulates the bus voltage within the range Vref ± ∆V/ 2 [5]

CONCLUSION:
Compensations is very useful for improving the power quality and here TSC is used as a shunt compensator
and the above discussion Thyristor switch capacitor (TSC) is used for reactive power compensation during
lagging reactive load present in the system and TSC provide leading KVAR and improve the voltage
regulation and it can also improve the receiving end voltage or improve the powerquality.
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